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The Imperatives for Change Are Not Just Financial 

 We have a crisis in the reliability and the coordination of care -- throughout 
the world  

 Irresistible drivers of change include: 
 Medical progress 
 Aging population 
 Global economy 

 Challenges for providers and patients: 

 Too many people involved, too much to do, no one with all the 
information, no one with full accountability 

 Result: Chaos  gaps in quality and safety, inefficiency 
 Patients are afraid not just of their diseases, but of lack of coordination 
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Question: If somehow, magically, health care costs were not a 
problem, would you say that health care is working just fine? 
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Our Idealistic Aspirations and Our Business 
Imperatives Are Converging 

 Until recently, providers could 
get by with hard work and a 
good brand 
 Get patients in the door 
 Negotiate “cost-plus” 

contracts 
 Today, that approach is a 

strategy of trying to be the last 
iceberg to melt 
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We are entering a new health care marketplace driven by competition on the 
“right things”: 

• Meeting patients’ needs 
• Doing so as efficiently as possible 

It’s challenging … but it is better than the alternatives, and it feels right. 
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An Overall Strategic Framework 
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What Is Strategy? And What Should It Be? 

 Strategy boils down to two questions: 
 What are you trying to do for whom? 
 How are you going to be different? 

– If you are trying to do the same thing for everyone, and do it the 
same way as everyone else, you will be competing on price 
alone. 

 
 Our take: 

 With mixed payment models, you need a strategy that transcends 
payment model. 

 In health care, the overarching goal should be improving value for 
patients. 

 Organizations can be different by segmenting patients, and 
organizing to meet their needs effectively and efficiently. 

– The heterogeneity of patients’ needs paralyzes organizations, 
and causes them to focus on short-term financial considerations 
only. 
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A Six Component Framework 
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And Now for the Hard Part …  
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Transparency: Screen Shot From University of 
Utah Find-a-Doctor Site  
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1 out of 4 of our physicians are in 
the top 1% nationally 

Exceptional Patient Experience 

#GIA14 
 
 

Medical Practice Survey – providers must have n=30 returned in calendar year 
National Rank – compared against the Press Ganey National Database: 128,705 physicians   
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And the number of dollars that U of Utah 
physicians have in incentives for improving 

patient experience is … 

$0 

Something to Keep in Mind as We Develop New 
Incentive Systems 
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